Exposing the World's most Dangerous Pedophiles
By George Hardy Farquhar

Due to my past experience of myself and other members of my family becoming the
unwilling targets of MI5/MI6 black operations which started in 1994, in Scotland, as a
survival mechanism, I researched deeply in to their agendas.
From my direct experiences, along with my research not only did I find out much about
their physiological warfare (psy-ops) experiments on innocent civilians toward future
mass mind control, but also their sinister covert agenda to intentionally propagate
within our social structure, child abuse, whether it be emotional, physical or sexual.
The manipulating of our social structure to these ends has many functions toward the
further enslavement of humanity as well as to further empower our Masonic Hierarchy
run governments.
The most insidious function of these crimes against our children is to cover-up the
Masonic Hierarchies own worldwide network of pedophile rings.
Pedophile Police – Protecting the Pedophiles
Since I acquired this knowledge, I realized it was my humanitarian duty to publicly
expose their crimes.
Since then I have been arrested numerous times and imprisoned for peacefully
demonstrating this information.
During one incarceration I was forcibly injected numerous times over several months
with physically debilitating and neurologically destructive chemical posions and told “We want to change your way of thinking”……… It did not work!
I have also been threatened with my life, and assaulted several times by government
agent provocateurs.
I call them the „Pedophile Police‟.
To me a member of the „Pedophile Police‟ is also anyone, whether it is a cop, a
prosecutor, a judge, a lawyer, a low level mason or even a member of the public, who
due to their direct knowledge of the governments covert pedophile rings or their own
self-centered ignorance and arrogance, intentionally stand in my way to thwart me from
doing my duty, to publicly expose their hierarchies crimes throughout the world.
There will be dozens of Pedophile Police named on my new website.
The most Dangerous Pedophiles in the world are undoubtedly those within the
secret societies, (freemason) hierarchy.
They are presently, each and every one of them, Immune from prosecution or
retribution to assault, rape and murder innocent children.
They are the lowest form of Human Life – Parasites of the Human Race.
My old website „Stop Masonic Child Abuse‟ which exposes their crimes is presently being
updated, with numerous photos of Mason pedophiles
As well as MI5/MI6 Government Intelligence Pedophile Police.
Now that I am back living in Australia I have yet another opportunity to
publically expose many more of the World's most Dangerous Pedophiles

